The book called Jay Gatsby is called The Great Gatsby. The character I chose from this book is Jay Gatsby. Jay Gatsby is a very wealthy person living in a huge mansion. His house is in West Egg, "I borrowed 120,000 or 15,000 people in one season" (9). Jay Gatsby was born in Minnesota and has two very poor peasants' parents. His real name is James Gatz, but his best friend, Dan Cody, gave him the name of Jay Gatsby. Duncaudi also teaches Gatsby everything about wealth. - The true happiness of Kurt Vonnegut and Hans Weingartner at The Tidens of Titan The ultimate goal of many people living in The Eduakators is to achieve happiness. Unfortunately, many people try to achieve it in the wrong way. For example, in Titan's warning, Kurt
Vonnegut, Marachitz Stein thinks he is truly happy, but what he really does is to achieve his hedonism and seek for higher happiness. It is to meet his shallow needs. Form
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Fatz Gerald, the death of Gatsby and the great Gatsby's dream, has created a roar of the 1920s by showing a division of society. Buchanans lives on one side, East Egg, Jay Gatsby lives on the other side, West Egg. Buchanan people belong to famous people, but their lives are meaningless. Gatsby tried to chase the American dream, but his idea was hurt. He sent people to the party to try to integrate with the society. - "Great Gatsby" and America's Idealistic Morality F. Scott Fitzgerald's "Great Gatsby" is a story about morality and American idealism, this is a book Theme using materials as a means of corruption. Nick who is a narrator and one of the main characters of "Great Gatsby" moved from the west to the east coast to study the bond business.